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Abstract : A cryogenic search-coil array has 
been fabricated at LBL for harmonic error analysis of 
SSG model quadrupoles. It consists of th ree triplets 
of coils; the center-coil triplet is 10 cm long. and 
the end coil triplets are 70 em long . Design objec
tives are a high bucking ratio for the dipole and qua
drupole signals and utility at cryogenic operating 
currents (-6 kA) with sufficient sensitivity for use at 
room-temperature currents (-10 A) . The design and 
fabrication are described . Individual coila are mechan
ically measured to ±5 ~m. and their magnetic areas 
measured to 0.05\ . A computer program has been 
developed to predict the quadrupole and dipole bucking 
ratios from the mechanical and magnetic measurements . 
The calibration procedure and accuracy of the array are 
specified . Results of measurements of SSG model qua
drupoles are presented . 

Int.roduction 

The search-coil array was designed for making 
strength and harmonic error analysis measurements of 
l-m-long SSG model quadrupoles . l Design objectives 
included an accuracy of 0 .1' for the strength. resolu 
tion of 0.01 units (1 unit is 1 part in 10,000 of the 
fundamental st.rength). cryogenic measurements at 6 kA 
and warm (room-temperature) measurements at 10 A, i.e . , 
a dynamic range greater than 109 , Room-temperature 
measurements are performed at currents of less than 
20 A to limit magnet heating . Gold-bore .eaaurements 
require the assembly to withstand many temperature 
cycles from below 4 K co room temperature without 
mechanical deformation . The need for integral aeasure
ments, measuremenCs represencative of the uniform cen
tral section, and measurements of che end .ections of 
quadrupoles required three aeparate aearch-coil aets on 
one assembly . 

The search coil has been used both for varm and 
cryogenic measurements. A bucking ratio of Ireater 
than 250 has been attained for the important central 
search-coil aet . 

Electrical Design 

The electrical design requiremente included a 
high bucking ratio (i.e., low sensitivity) for the 
dipole and quadrupole terDS vhen the error harmonica 
are measured. Since the search-coil array would be 
used at both room and cryogenic temperatures, bucking 
by resistive networks ia complicated by the temperature 
coefficient of the resistivity of copper vire. Figure 
1 shows the three search-coil configuration. that vere 
considered. All three designs feature radially (rather 
than azimuthally) distributed coil bundles, located at 
normalized radii of 1, 5/8, -1/8 and -1/2 . The coils 
in designs la and Ie .11 have N turns, where •• the 
center coil of design lb has 2N turns. The quadrupole 
strength is detected by using a single coil of a aet, 
whereas harmonics are detected by configuring the coils 
in a set so that they are series opposing. tach of the 
designs has the ability to simultaneously buck out both 
the dipole and the quadrupole terms when measuring har
monics. Design la vas not used since this deaign is 
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Quadrupole Search COil COnfigurations 

Figure 1. Coil bundle configuration considered for a 
quadrupole .earch-coil array . 

only appropriate for making integral measurements--the 
end. of the search coils do not end at the .ame axial 
position. Design Ie was chosen because the widths of 
the coils are twice as vide as for design lb, leading 
to easier fabrication and higher accuracy . The higher 
accuracy would also lead to a higher bucking ratio . 

A high bucking ratio 1) allows the measurement 
of the error harmonics with much higher resolution, 
.ince the error harmonics are not superimposed upon a 
large quadrupole signal , and 2) reducea mixing of terms 
when the search coil i. not perfectly centered. 

Kechanical Design and Fabrication 

Figure 2 is an exploded view of the search 
coil . The final assembly is essentially a solid piece 
of Nesa G with embedded search-coil bundles . Kuch care 
.a. taken in the design and fabrication to reduce 
atreseea that aight produce mechanical deformations due 
to ther-al cycling from room temperature to cryogenic 
tamperaeurea. 

The search coil body was laminated from 
1/16-in.-thick cryogenic-grade Nema G-ll; 3.75-cm-wide 
atripe .ere cut from one aheet and numbered in sequence 
on on. end . The lamination vas laid up with the 
nuabers alternati ng end to end and facing up and down 
to cancel out possible existing stresses in the sheet . 
The direction. called for the sheet to be lighcly sand
blaated on each aid. and for both aidea of each strip 
to b. coated with a 50/50 mix of epoxy 826fVersamid 
140. Th. layup was weighted/clamped uniformly on a 
aurfac. table. Th. shaft consist5 of tvo equal halves , 
which were ground to • flatness and dimensional .ccu-



Figure 2 . Exploded viev of a quadrupole search-coil array . 

racy of ±12.S ~m . A cavity vas milled in each half to 
accept the three search-coil sets . The tva halves were 
doweled and screwed together along with dummy coil sets 
for a spacer . The diameter was then machined to the 
required dimensions, the shaft disassembled, and the 
cavities referenced to the outside diameter at the 
location of the bearings. The offsets were marked on 
the shaft, and the .haft vas reassembled . The shaft 
was Daunted in a lathe with the bearing area next to 
the head stock, and the shaft vas then positio~ed onto 
the ·center line of the cavities by mean. of dial indi 
cators . The cut-out grooves for the b.arings vere then 
machined to the required diameter. 

A dry layup vas made vith all the coils and 
vires in position to ensure there would be no problems 
in the final assembly . Each part va. coated with the 
epoxy 826fVersamid 140 mixture and joined with dovel 
pins and machine .crews . Exces. epoxy vas removed. It 
should be noted that the screw h.ads alternate from 
side to side to prevent warping of the assembly . The 
shaft assembly vas veighted dovn on a .urface table 
with a right-angle vertical stop in place and alloved 
to cure for over 72 hours at room temperature . The 
assembly vas then vacuum potted with epoxy to ensure 
complete filling of all voids. 

The shaft ha. four bearings axially spaced so 
as to minimize any bending . The bearings are made from 
Rulon LD (lov deformity) and rida on tva dimple., each 
45· from the bottom center line, pr •••• d into the bore 
cube with a special fixture. The dimple. are approxi
mately one inch long and of a height calculated to put 
the shaft axis exactly on the bore-tube axia. 

Experience has shown that a burnished Rulon 
bearing sliding on a polished stainless-ste.l aurface 
has far less friction than aluminum bronze on atainless 
and does not give the electronic glitches generated by 
the stick/ slip motion associated with ball or roller 
bearings used on previous search coils. 

The Rulon be.rings were installed in the .haft 
grooves . onto a coating of epoxy , and a claap of che 
exact bearing diameter vas bolted over eacn bearing to 
obtain the specified final bearing diameter. The nose 
piece and axial-positioning bearing were then epoxied 
into place, completing the assembly of the .haft. 
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The coil winding forms vere produced by grind
ing the 1/16·1n . Nema G-li to 0.0500 in. ± 0 . 0002 in . 
The assembly requires one 10-cm-Iong coil triplet and 
two 70-cm·long coil triplets . An -0.050-in . -square 
cross .ection for each coil bundle vas obtained by 
winding 16 layers , 12 turns each, of 6-mil copper vireo 
The vire va. For-var insulated with a 0.2-mil Poly Bon
dex coating on top of the formvar . Each turn was ten
_ioned to 7St of yield and placed, vbile being viewed 
under aagnification, in a ne.ting configuration . The 
winding tooling v.a designed to provide a cavity for 
the wire. that vould produce the desired square cross 
.ecelon. The coils vere wound and then cured to polym
erize the Poly Bondex coating. After curing, ehe coils 
were measured with l·pm resolution and S-~m accuracy by 
an optical X-Y .tage. Theae measure.ents vere compared 
with tha before-And-after winding dimensions and later 
correlated vith the triplet coil array'. magnetic meas
urement.. Several test coils wera produced and meas 
ured to achieve the diaen.ion control necessary. This 
required careful adju.taent of the vinding cavity to 
co~en.ate for the epoxy flow, nesting, and Nema G-ll 
atabiliry. The widths of the final coila produced were 
accurate to within 15 ~ over a length of 70 cm . This 
particular winding and fabrication technique , which has 
been used in the past, has been pushed to its limits 
for this coil. 

testing and Verification 

Overviev 

The pr1aary objective of the search-coil test
ing and verification progr&m was determining which com
binations of search coils would form functional 
triplet. with good quadrupole bucking . Dipole bucking 
is dependent upon aatched coil area., whereas quadru 
pole bucking 1. dependent also upon the relative posi
tioning of coils within the triplet . Although the mag 
netic areas of the coils can be ~ea.ured independently ~ 
the relative positions of the cantroids of the coil 
bundles within the triplet are strongly dependent upon 
the assembly technique and mechanical .. asurements . To 
aeet our quadrupole bucking apecification, coil-bundle 
locations had to be accurate to wichtn 25~. Search
coil areas were aea.ured magnetically and calculated 
froe the .. chanical .. asure.ents. Coils who.e magnetic 



and mechanical areas differed by ~ore chan 1/ 2 curn 
(-0 . 25') were rewound . 

Mechanical measurements were entered into a 
series of LOTUS 123 spreadsheets. which allowed con
venient "what if" combining of coil triplets . Coil 
triplets with promising (area-dependent ) dipole bucking 
ratios were physically combined, and their differences 
were measured magnetically . The reaultant absolute 
magnetic areas (to within than 0.1,) and dipole bucking 
ratios were also entered into the LOTUS apreadsheet . 

Coil combinations with good mechanical-magnetic 
measurement correlations had their .echanical dimen
sions entered into a FORTRAN search -coil simulation 
program. This prograa computes dipole and quadrupole 
bucking ratios and harmonic sensitivities for each 
search-coil triplet . Its output v.a reviewed, and a 
final go/no-go determination wae made . Thi. concluded 
the testing/ verification phase of the aearch-coil array 
construction . 

Magnetic Area Determination 

We determined the area of each integral coil by 
measuring the change of flux-linkage a. the coil vas 
flippe~ in an Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NKR) cali
brated magnet . Equation l identifies the parameters 
used to determine coil area . 

"""\ ';fs (""E1/Efs 
nA1 - - _--

a.J. B1lIIr 

nAi - turns-area product of coil i 

(1) 

6~i - change in flux-linkage experienced when coil i 
is flipped in a magnetic field 

6£i - change in potential of an electronic integrator 
when the coil is flipped in a magnetic field; the flux 
s~andard is a means of calibrating the alectronic 
integrator 

~fs - known flux - linkage generated by a flux atandard 

bEfs - output potantial of the electronic integrator 
when the flux standard is switched (from saturation of 
one polarity to .aturation of the opposite polarity) 

i - i average aagnetic induction normal to the 
co-U a¥Wi as detanained by aapping vith • tom •• gnetoll
eter 

Although ve can detenaine the coila turns-area 
(nAi ) with an absolute accuracy of better than O.lt 
(nAi), ve can determine the relative area. of three 
coils stacked coaxially and connected in .eri •• to 
greater accuracy. When connected in aerie. opposition , 
the net tu~-.rea (I(nA - (nAl + nA31) of the three 
coils is close to zero . 2wh.n this atack of coila is 
flipped, the change in integrator output i. propor
tional to the difference in the net turna-area of the 
three coil • . 

By aliainatinl ... 11 inherent variation. in 
magnetic induction and po.itioning uncertaintie., ve 
are able to detenaine area difference. to batter than 
0.05\ (nA2) , ao we can predict dipole buckin, ratioa of 
over 2000 . 

Quadrupole Bucking -Ratio Predictiona 

Quadrupole aearch -coil .en.itivity and bucking 
is dependent on the relative position3 aa veIL a. on 
the area. of individual a.arch-coil bundl.a within •• ch 
triplet. As a final check on the auitability of 
promising triplet aets, ve developed a FORTRAN prolram 
that, liven the coil-bundle position. relative to the 
axis of revolution of the aearch-coil array, would cal
culate the dipole and quadrupole bucking ratio. and the 

) 

.ensitivities of the search·eoi l array to higher har· 
monics . The pass- fail criterion for the 10 - em-long 
center -coil triplet vas a quadrupole bucking ratio of 
200; for the lO -cm - Iong sets used for the ends the 
bucking-ratio criterion vas 100. 

Test Results Summery 

Tables I and 11 list calculated and measured 
bucking ratios. 

TAlILE 1. CALC:UlJ.TEO DIPOLE BUCKtNG RATIOS . 

End End 
A Center B Series 

Mechanical •• asurement 1028 470 992 
Magnetic measurement 1700 1425 1255 
Program calculation 137 48) )70 

TAlILE II . CALCUUTED AND HEASURED QUADRUPOLE 
BUCKI NG RATIOS. 

End 
A 

Program calculation )62 

Short quad 116 

Q·lA·l @ 20 A 61 

Q·lA·l @ 7 leA 60 

Q·lA·l @ ) leA 

Center 

10)1 

280 

265 

250 

254 

End 
B 

462 

275 

195 

200 

Series 

112 

120 

118 

The measured quadrupole bucking ratios of the 
center and end-B coil .ets are lillited because the 
off-axis coils are not perfectly lIatched . As is shown 
by Fig . 3 , the quadrupole content of the bucked coils 
vas 90· out of ph •• e from the fundamental. Figure 3 is 
• raw-data plot u.ing the 10-cm-long central coil set 
for quadrupole Q-LA-l at 20 A. The upper plot is the 
fundamental, Wherea. the lower plot vas lIade vith the 
call. in the buck.d configuration . 

Figure 4 1. • •• lIi10g plot of error harmonic 
ratios for the .ame data set . 

Accuracy 

On the basi. of an assembly tolerance of ±25 
~. ve can lIeasure the quadrupole strength to an accu
racy of ±O.7\. The sa-e assembly tolerance leads to a 
0 . 6\ error for the sex tupole term, vith the error 
rapidly decreasing for higher terms . 

SCSIII COllrtGUIIIITIOII , Ill . GAlM , 1 . 00 

/\ 
\ \ / \ 

\ / \ / 
V \J 

SCS III COllrtGUII IITlOM, ilL IIII1US . 11 . GAl li , 100 . 0 0 

0' , )6 , 1l ._- :,.-

.... 

Figure 3 . Raw-data plot of sse lIodel quadrupole Q-IA·I 
at 20 A. The lover plot of the bucked coils shows 
that its quadrupole phase is 90· out of phase from 
the upper, unbucked, raw-data plot. 
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Figure 4. Semilog plot of error harmonic ratios of sse 

model quadrupole Q-LA-l at 20 A. 

Discussion 

The techniques used alloyed us to obtain excel 
lent bucking ratios for two out of the three coil tri
plets, without using resistive networks . Although the 
bucking ratio obtained for the end·A coil set is disap
pointing , it should be adequate for measuring SSG model 
quadrupoles . Further testing is planned with a short 
quadrupole to better determine the accuracy of this 
search-coil array . 
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